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Economic Recovery or Transformation Plans.
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Summary.
Europe should set itself the goal of ‘building trust and confidence in
our common endeavour , key leverage of a resilient and more happy
society by making Europe the leader in the implementation of the
2030 Agenda "Transforming Our World". It is by taking the head of
the Green deal on a planetary scale that Europe will fulfill its vocation
and secure its resilience facing coming ecological crisis. But this
‘green deal ‘needs to be a ‘just and fair deal’. .
A Conference on the Future of Europe should have a mandate postCOVID19 focused on the new ‘social contract’ fixed by the Agenda
2030 and design a ‘European social cohesion pact’ with four pillars
(i) a health, security and planetary limits roadmap (ii) the
Gothenburg Social Rights (iii) a European participatory democracy in
the digital age strategy (iv) a new fiscal EU framework to reduce
inequalities in society and protect health and environment.
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A Green and Just Deal on a Planetary Scale.
In a remarkable article "Putting Europe back in history", Pierre
Defraigne1, writes
European identity, consistent with its humanist civilization, will be
provided by the pioneering role of the continent in sustainable and
just development at the world level. It is indeed by taking the head of
the Green deal on a planetary scale that Europe will fulfill its
vocation: to become as such a subject of its History. It is in the night
of crises that preparations are made for a successful dawn. LLB 6 May
2020.
But before arriving at this conclusion which fits well with the 70th
anniversary of the Schuman Declaration, Pierre Defraigne analyzes
the internal struggle within the European Council and his conviction
that to get the green deal through the 27 will require haggling and
pledges on strengthening the eurozone and common defense.
In view of the Karlsruhe Court decision calling into question the ECB's
public debt buy-back program, you will understand that this is a knot
of problems that exceeds the ambitions of our webinar today!
The European Union has set up a framework which must be able to
serve as the basis for a major post-COVID19 economic recovery plan,
particularly in terms of the fight against unemployment and for
health infrastructure. However, there is a high risk that the
emergency could lead to a "no matter how stimulus" or "green
stimulus for after".
In this context and on the basis of the post-2008 experience, it is
essential to give ourselves the means to control that the use of postCOVID 19 public funds contributes to the Sustainable Development
Goals as the basis of the 'new social contract' . The great advantage
1

Honorary director general of the Commission (DG Development then DG Trade)
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of taking the 2030 Agenda adopted in 2015 as a basis is that there is
no need to get lost in a negotiation on the objectives. We don’t have
time. But there is a lot to do to achieve these 17 goals.
A new narrative for Europe.
So for Europe, we could hope for a new narrative for Europe in
December 2019
The President of the Council declared that 70 years after the
Schuman Declaration focused on coal and steel, the agreement of 12
December 2019 on carbon neutrality 'sends a very powerful signal
and is like' the signing of a Peace Treaty with Nature and the Planet,
equivalent to the Treaty of Rome '. (The president of the European
Council, La libre 21-22 / 122/2019).
The Commission communication on the European Green Deal
announced:
"Active public participation and confidence in the transition are
essential".
"He must put people first and pay attention to the regions, industries
and workers who will face the greatest challenges."
"Citizens are and must remain an engine of transition".
"Game-changing policies work if citizens are fully involved"
Then came COVID-19
EU leaders have tasked the European Commission with drafting a
trillion-euro recovery fund to restart the economy after the
coronavirus crisis. Commission President Ursula von der Leyen has
since pledged to put the green and digital transitions at the heart of
the EU recovery fund, which will be part of a revised EU budget
proposal for the next seven years (2021-2027).
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Robert Schuman and Jean Monet seized the conditions of their time
to initiate a top-down, political process. To ensure their success, they
relied on big capital. For the Green deal, voices have been heard in
the business world in support of the green deal and a 'Green
Recovery' alliance has been initiated by Pascal Canfin, even if other
voices, through their governments, are at the forefront. maneuver to
kill the green deal.
A Just Deal
But Pierre Defraigne made reference to a pioneering role of the
continent in sustainable and just development.
It is this word "just" which is, as you know, the marker of citizen
movements. In this context, a European green deal has no chance of
success unless it is accompanied by the success of a new ‘social
contract’. In 2010, the Permanent Forum of Civil Society published a
report ‘towards a European societal compact”. By “Societal Compact
we mean the agreement among citizens and between the citizens and
the political world concerning the values, the principles and the
objectives which should guide the management of public business.”
The experience of managing COVID-19 and the opportunities and
aspirations it has highlighted leads us to propose a new ambition.
The Commission is faced with major choices and confidence is far
from being established, especially when we see the contract awarded
to Black Rock in the banking field.
Having been with Virgilio, personally involved in the saga of the
revision of the treaties since 1988 on the one hand for their greening
then for the insertion of sustainable development and on the other
hand for the Charter of Fundamental Rights, we are logically
interested to explore how the Conference on the Future of Europe
could be used
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The Charter of Fundamental Rights should have included
"programmatic" rights. The SDGs adopted in 2015 give these rights.
Now, for Europe, the Charter of Fundamental Rights must be
supplemented with a new social and societal contract for a just
transition based on the unanimous agreements of the Member
States in 2015 (SDGs and Climate).
The Conference on the Future of Europe could set itself the goal of
making Europe the leader in the implementation of the 2030 Agenda
"Transforming Our World". But such a 2030 Agenda must be seen
from a new perspective. The one created by
• Failures and slowness since 2015
• Youth mobilization for the climate
• The experience of the Covid-19 which has shown breathtakingly
that a human society and its rules, especially the EU financial rules,
can change radically and very quickly, contrary to the discourse of the
elite before the health crisis.
• The methodological problems of the SDGs and their multiple
targets
Hence the interest in the concept of transformation plans proposed
by the OECD.
There should be "platforms for transformation plans" leading to a
final document, preparatory to new governance mechanisms,
including revision of the treaties.
Trust.
But there will be no green and just sustainable development deal
without also a profound transformation of methods and tools, as
much those of the European Commission itself as of local authorities
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or even public and private Financial Institutions. And the key term in
both cases is trust.
It is an economist Philippe Defeyt, and former leader of the Greens in
Belgium who writes ‘we have built an economy of deception’.
Another ‘green’, Philippe Lamberts, or Vandana Shiva denounced
corporate movements as financial institutions to protect themselves
by becoming ‘too big to fail’.
It is therefore essential that we work to rebuild trust. Pierre Defeyt
underlines that among all the indicators that exist, one of the most
interesting is that which relates to the trust of people among
themselves and towards institutions in the broad sense.
We find that the level of happiness is correlated with the level of
trust between people and vis-à-vis institutions. And, he notes, part of
the economy is not built on trust but on false information, consumer
manipulation. LLB May 6
Our ambition as Europe Ambition 2030 could be to contribute to a
geopolitical Europe, leader of sustainable and just development and
of a resilient and happier society because we could have advanced
confidence: confidence in democracy, confidence in cooperation and
solidarity, confidence in our values and our identity, confidence in
the common project.
The writer Yuval Noah Harari writes about COVID-19 Humanity is
facing a serious crisis today , not only because of the coronavirus, but
also because of the distrust that men have towards each other. To
overcome an epidemic, people need to trust scientific experts, citizens
in public authorities, and countries have to trust each other.
In recent years, irresponsible politicians have deliberately undermined
the trust that can be had in science, in public authorities and in
international cooperation. As a result, we are facing this crisis today
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without world leaders who can inspire, organize and finance a
coordinated global response.
A key element of trust is information and cooperation. Harari writes
like this
“The real antidote to the epidemic is not withdrawal, but
cooperation” (…) Despite abominable viruses like HIV or Ebola, never
since the Stone Age have epidemics caused so few deaths, in
proportion, than in the 21st century. This is because the best defense
men have against pathogens is not isolation, it is information
History indicates that the real protection comes from sharing reliable
scientific information and international solidarity”.
EU Governance.
This is also true with regard to the functioning of institutions and
finance.
To adapt EU governance towards system leadership for
transformational change in a digital age, the Milan 2019 Declaration
of civil society groups invited by Virgilio states
While addressing the twin crises by design - inequality and the
Planetary boundaries - bound together (as the Green New Deal for
Europe) our system leadership should aim to three objectives:
· the greatest mobilization of people and resources ever in peacetime;
· innovative governance schemes and societal innovation towards
more resilience, solidarity, justice;
· in a digital age, to build trust, share knowledge and monitor use of EU
funds.
As the EEB suggests, the Post- COVID-19 era should be based upon2
2 Turning fear into hope: Corona crisis measures to help build a better future
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• the European Green Deal as a ‘greenprint’ for a better future
and should form the basis of a stimulus package to relaunch the
EU economy in line with sustainable development.
• Avoid throwing good money after bad
• Ensure democratic accountability
• Cooperate across borders
• Share a vision for a better future
Figure 4.4. Six Exemplary Transformations

Finance, the first domino & transformation plan.
But the perspective of the 6 plans proposed by the OECD lacks a 7th,
or I should say the first transformation plan should be a finance
transformation plan, the first domino.

the EEB's EU Policy Director Patrick ten Brink.
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As the phase of deconfinement and revival of economic, social and
cultural life begins, it would be extremely dangerous to ignore the
risks of chaos. The painful experience of 2008 and the years that
followed is there to remind us: the production of CO2 had exploded,
inequalities increased and the European Union lost 10 years - as
recognized by the Director General of DG Finance of the European
Commission - before the subject of sustainable finance is the subject
of a Commission strategy, yet finance is the first domino.
For this, it is therefore necessary very quickly to acquire new tools for
systemic management of EU funds and encouragement of societal
innovation for a "leap forward" towards more resilience and wellbeing.
A New Governance in a Digital Era post-Covid 19.
In the post-COVID 19 framework, we need a new governance
framework as well as a ten-year mobilization action plan for
managing European and other funds, as well as mobilizing citizen .
To do this, we will need new systems approach systems that allow us
to embrace at the same time three revolutions : the health, nature
and environment, life style nexus, the inclusive and sustainable
finance revolution, the digital revolution
Therefore we need to make use of new tools offered by the digital
revolution. This is why, EPE facilitated a think tank meeting hosted by
the EESC on January 14th on Blockchains and the SDGs.
Today we are proposing :
Covenant. We propose to explore avenues such as that of a Covenant
of banks, insurance companies and asset managers in support of a
global, fair and inclusive Green Deal (inspired by the Compact of
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Mayors) and equipped with tools of the digital age. This is a proposal
we tabled for the first time in 2013 and should be revisited in a ‘an
inclusive and sustainable finance framework in the digital age. .
Blockchain. Blockchains could serve to monitor bailouts and.
Transformation plans. We are also working on a blockchain for
monitoring commitments made towards inclusive and sustainable
finance : CDIT. It could be used to monitor the use of public funds
from the EU, the Governments, Public Institutions as the ECB and EIB
Finance and Food Systems. Finally, we are preparing a pilot initiative
in the field of 'impact investing & food systems in the digital age'
which could be part of partnerships in Europe around the CAP and
between Europe and Africa (a post Cotonou partnership), Latin
America, Asia.
1. Blended Capital.
Financial institutions public and private willing to contribute to the
Recovery action plans and the European Green Deal should join a
‘Banks, Insurance Companies, Asset Managers Covenant’ in support
of a global, fair and inclusive Green Deal (inspired by the Compact of
Mayors) and equipped with tools of the digital age. It will create a
platform for dialogue and multi-stakeholder partnership using
blockchain for transparency, monitoring, accountability and
innovation
2. Blockchain European Funds
We are at the beginning of a decade of ‘changes’ considered ‘unimaginable’. The situation
created first by the youth climate movement and then by COVID-19 will lead to such changes
and hopefully a leap in consciousness to manage global problems.
But it would be extremely dangerous to ignore the risks of plunging post-COVID 19 into
chaos or the return to the ‘old moons’ especially in financial terms. The painful experience of
2008 and the years that followed is there to remind us of this. New instruments for systemic
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management of EU funds must therefore be quickly acquired - inspired by an OECD report3
– to encourage societal innovation for a 'leap forward' towards more resilience and wellbeing. These are the objectives of this project.
In the post-COVID 19 framework, we need a ten-year mobilization action plan for European
and other funds, as well as citizen mobilization. For this, we will need new systems approach,
empowerment and confidence that allow to embrace more than one issue at a time, here
summarized in 6 transformations proposed by the OECD report
Using a new tool can lead to new ways of thinking about systemic management,
empowerment and trust, and how to ensure that no one is left behind.
New ways of thinking refer to strong governance innovations and empowerment initiatives to
ensure that digitalisation promotes the alignment of public and private finance with citizens'
interests and sustainable development. Blockchains have a key role to play here to contribute
to a systemic approach, strengthen the efficiency of projects, monitor collateral impacts and
fight corruption.
The stimulus funds responding to the COVID-19 crisis and their impact in terms of recession
should lead to very quickly set up a blockchain initiative within the framework of SDG 17 '
CDIT-European finance’ which will focus on the European Green Dea and the Common
Agricultural Policy, ensuring a Just Transition in the broader context of applying economic
recovery funds post COVID-19,.
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In the post-COVID 19 framework, we need a ten-year mobilization action plan for European
and other funds, as well as citizen mobilization. For this, we will need new systems approach,
empowerment and confidence that allow to embrace more than one issue at a time, here
summarized in 6 transformations proposed by the OECD report
Using a new tool can lead to new ways of thinking about systemic management,
empowerment and trust, and how to ensure that no one is left behind.
New ways of thinking refer to strong governance innovations and empowerment initiatives to
ensure that digitalisation promotes the alignment of public and private finance with citizens'
interests and sustainable development. Blockchains have a key role to play here to contribute
to a systemic approach, strengthen the efficiency of projects, monitor collateral impacts and
fight corruption.
The stimulus funds responding to the COVID-19 crisis and their impact in terms of recession
should lead to very quickly set up a blockchain initiative within the framework of SDG 17 '
CDIT-European finance’ which will focus on the European Green Dea and the Common
Agricultural Policy, ensuring a Just Transition in the broader context of applying economic
recovery funds post COVID-19,.
The report will describe in particular the motivation for participation by those in different
positions viz. European funding including
•

For those who receive direct EU funding for projects aimed at achieving the postCOVID-19 economic recovery objectives, the European Green Deal, the CAP and the
SDGs (including through the Just Transition Mechanism – JTM) : Define either an
incentive framework or advantages which compensate for the additional burden: for
example, the opportunities to gain in scope by combining private funding with their
existing sources of public funding.

•

For those who provide funding - public financial institutions supporting recovery
plans / European Green Deal / SDGs and in particular private banks which enjoy
blended capital and / or market their funding as being aligned with these objectives at
European level : explain them the advantage and innovations of this type of dynamic
compared to other heavier and slower approaches (such as the green finance eco-label
project).

•

For those involved in blockchain sustainable finance initiatives around the world
to make the CDIT-European Funds initiative a partner : Provide a template of success
for sharing of best practice strategies through the International Platform on
Sustainable Finance (IPSF).

CDIT-European Funds.
CDIT-European Funds is the "Operating System" for coordinating funding of specialized
projects (e.g., on carbon, supply chain, narrow SDG issues).
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It addresses funds made available inside and outside Europe by European public authorities :
the EU, the 30 European States nmebers of the European Blockchain Partnership, Central
Banks, Regions, Cities,.
A blockchain eco-system
Linked with the ‘operating system’ an eco-system of blockchains dealing with SDGs, climate,
agriculture and supply chains will feed the operating system and be nurtured by the operating
system.
The objective is twofold: on the one hand, cross-fertilization in support to the 6
transformations (see figure above) including in the form of mixed funding to help increase
the resources available, and on the other, to generate multiple and various innovations.

Conclusion.
Over the past 70 years, we have gone from coal and steel in several
stages to a single market for products and services, seen in the
perspective of enlargement - which attracted the United Kingdom.
The demands of European civil society linked to the protection of
workers, health and consumer protection, then environmental
protection and fundamental rights were met, but partially and much
more slowly.
After the progress of the 2015 global agreements on the climate and
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) unanimously approved by
the EU Member States, the elections which took place in various
parts of the world had made one despair of being able to progress
fairly quickly in the implementation of the commitments. to deal with
the risks linked to “planetary limits”.
The conviction became that one would not be able to progress
without a ‘leap forward of consciences’ - as Naomi Klein proposed in
particular - but that seemed a sweet utopia. Then came the youth
climate movement and now COVID-19. Suddenly, because death is
there, a "leap forward of consciences" becomes possible. Will this
leap be global? My European dream is that we Europeans of this 21st
century are contributing to it.
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